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USPS/OCA-T1-19. 
Please refer to OCA-T-1, Table 1 (page 13) and page 14, lines 11-19, where you 
describe your model for the “estimated δ” in Table 1 as employing the “same 
equations as the labor demand equations used in this paper [replacing] the log 
hours variable on the left-hand side with the log TPF in the operation.”  Please 
also refer to the Stata program threestep.do, in OCA-LR-2. 
a.  Please confirm that your estimating equations for the “estimated δ” in Table 1, 

as implemented in the program threestep.do, have the mathematical form 
(omitting certain subscripts): 

ln TPFj = αi + δj ln FHPshp + γ’Xj + ε, 
where the subscript j indicates cost pool, i indicates site, and shp indicates 
the shape of mail associated with cost pool j; γ is a vector of coefficients; Xj is 
a vector of control variables (year and technology dummy variables, capital 
variables, relative wage); and ε is a random disturbance term.  If you do not 
confirm, please provide the correct form of your equations and explain fully. 

b.  Please confirm that in the MODS system, total pieces fed are defined such 
that, for cost pool j: 

TPFj = FHPj + SHj + Rejectsj. 
where FHPj is the FHP in cost pool j, SHj is subsequent handlings in cost pool 
j, and Rejectsj is rejected and reworked pieces (for automated operations).  If 
you do not confirm, please provide the relationship you believe to be correct, 
and please cite all supporting documentation for your position. 

c.  Does the equation you confirm (or otherwise provide) in response to part (a) 
assume that the effect of a unit of FHP on the TPF in cost pool j is unaffected 
by the cost pool within a shape category in which the FHP is recorded?  If you 
claim it does not, please show in detail how the effect may differ by the 
source of FHP.  If so, please describe and provide all formal testing you, 
performed or other evidence you developed, to indicate that the assumption is 
correct. 

d.  Did you consider any other specifications for the “estimated δ” in Table 1?  If 
so, please describe each in detail, provide all results you obtained from each 
alternative specification you explored, and explain why you prefer the 
specification you confirm (or otherwise provide) in part (a) over each 
alternative. 

e. Does the specification for the “estimated δ” you presented in your Table 1 
account, in any way, for the mailflow characteristics you confirmed in 
response to USPS/OCA-T1-7?  If so, please explain in detail how your 
models do so.  If not, why not? 

 
 
USPS/OCA-T1-20. 
Please refer to OCA-T-1, Tables 1 and 3-7.  Please also refer to your response 
to USPS/OCA-T1-X/ 
a.  Please confirm that your estimating equations for the “estimated η” in Table 1 

have the mathematical form (omitting certain subscripts): 
ln HRSj = αi + ηj ln FHPshp + γ’Xj + ε, 



where the subscript j indicates cost pool, i indicates site, and shp indicates 
the shape of mail associated with cost pool j; γ is a vector of coefficients; Xj is 
a vector of control variables (year and technology dummy variables, capital 
variables, relative wage); and ε is a random disturbance term.  If you do not 
confirm, please provide the correct form of your equations and explain fully. 

b. Please confirm that your estimating equations for the “base models” in Tables 
3-7, have the mathematical form (omitting certain subscripts): 

ln HRSj = αi + ηj,out ln FHPshp,out + ηj,in ln FHPshp,in + γ’Xj + ε, 
where the subscript j indicates cost pool, i indicates site, and “shp” indicates 
the shape of mail associated with cost pool j; “out” and “in” indicate, 
respectively, the outgoing and incoming operations for the given shape; γ is a 
vector of coefficients; Xj is a vector of control variables (year and technology 
dummy variables, capital variables, relative wage); and ε is a random 
disturbance term.  If you do not confirm, please provide the correct form of 
your equations and explain fully. 

c.  Does the equation you confirm (or otherwise provide) in response to part (a) 
assume that the effect of a unit of FHP on the workhours (HRS) in cost pool j 
is unaffected by the cost pool within a shape category in which the FHP is 
recorded?  If not, please show in detail how the effect may differ by the 
source of FHP. 

d.  Does the equation you confirm (or otherwise provide) in response to part (b) 
assume that the effect of a unit of FHP on the workhours (HRS) in cost pool j 
may be different for incoming FHP versus outgoing FHP, but otherwise is 
unaffected by the cost pool within a shape category in which the FHP is 
recorded?  If not, please show in detail how the effect may differ by the cost 
pool in which the FHP is recorded. 

 
 
USPS/OCA-T1-21. 
Please refer to your responses to USPS/OCA-T1-4c and to USPS/OCA-T1-20b.  
Please also refer to USPS-T-12 at page 45, line 21, to page 46, line 1.  Dr. Bozzo 
states: 
 

In Prof. Roberts’s notation, his models use 

 , ,( , )L Out Letter In LetterH FHP FHP=     (8) 

 , ,( , )F Out Flat In FlatH FHP FHP=      (9) 

 
a. Given the specification(s) you confirm or provide in response to USPS/OCA-

T1-20b, is Dr. Bozzo wrong to claim that your “base” models for letter- and 
flat-shape operations “use” MODS FHP handlings as given by equations (8) 
and (9)?   If so, please explain. 

b.  Please confirm that your estimating equations include no terms for “volumes” 
other than MODS FHP handlings.  (That is, this question addresses right-
hand-side variables in your estimating equation, not instrumental variables 



you use to identify your models.)  If you do not confirm, please explain fully 
what other volume or handling measures you claim to use, and show in detail 
where you use them. 

 
 
USPS/OCA-T1-22. 
Please consider the econometric specification of your labor demand models.  
Please explain in detail why you consider it appropriate to include capital 
variables on the right-hand side of your estimating equations, and explain why 
you feel your econometric treatment of your capital variables—including your 
treatment of those variables as exogenous, predetermined, or such description 
as you deem appropriate—is justified. 
 
 
USPS/OCA-T1-23. 
Please refer to your response to USPS/OCA-T1-4(e). 
a.  Please confirm that the OCA’s precise distribution key request was as follows: 
 

OCA/USPS-1. Please provide a separate distribution key and a 
separate dollar total for each of the following “cost pools,” where 
each pool is an aggregate of MODS codes.  

a. Pool LO : {29, 30, 40, 46, 47, 91, 261, 262, 271, 272, 281, 291, 
297, 831, 832, 841, 842, 851, 852, 861, 862, 871, 872, 881, 882, 
891, 892, 961, 962, 971, 972} This group of codes is intended to 
contain all and only outgoing letter operations. Please verify that the 
list is correct for FY 2005, or make necessary corrections, before 
creating the distribution key and dollar total.  

b. Pool LI : {43, 44, 45, 150, 160, 168, 169, 243, 246, 249, 263, 264, 
265, 266, 267,273, 274, 275, 276, 277, 278, 283, 284, 285, 286, 
287, 293, 294, 295, 296, 297,298, 483, 484, 485, 486, 493, 504, 
833, 834, 835, 836, 837, 843, 844, 845, 846,847, 853, 854, 855, 
856, 857, 863, 864, 865, 866, 867, 868, 869, 873, 874, 875,876, 
877, 878, 879, 883, 884, 885, 886, 887, 893, 894, 895, 896, 897, 
898, 899, 914, 915, 916, 917, 918, 919, 925, 926, 963, 964, 965, 
966, 967, 973, 974, 975, 976, 977, 978, 979}  This group of codes 
is intended to contain all other (not outgoing) letter operations. 
Please verify that the list is correct for FY 2005, or make necessary 
corrections, before creating the distribution key and dollar total.  

c. Pool FO : {60, 69, 70, 141, 142, 331, 332, 421, 422, 441, 442, 
461, 462, 811, 812} This group of codes is intended to contain all 
and only non-Priority outgoing flat operations. Please verify that the 



list is correct for FY 2005, or make necessary corrections, before 
creating the distribution key and dollar total.  

d. Pool FI : {73, 74, 75, 143, 144, 145, 146, 147, 148, 170, 175, 
178, 179, 194, 195, 196, 197, 333, 334, 335, 336, 337, 338, 423, 
424, 425, 426, 427, 443, 444, 445, 446, 447, 448, 451, 463, 464, 
465, 466, 467, 468, 813, 814, 815, 816, 817} This group of codes is 
intended to contain all other (not outgoing) non-Priority flat 
operations. Please verify that the list is correct for FY 2005, or 
make necessary corrections, before creating the distribution key 
and dollar total.  

e. Pool PO : {50, 51, 52, 100, 130, 134, 135, 138, 255, 258, 320, 
321, 322, 450, 818} This group of codes is intended to contain all 
outgoing operations not included in LO or FO. Please verify that the 
list is correct for FY 2005, or make necessary corrections, before 
creating the distribution key and dollar total.  

f. Pool PI : {53, 54, 55, 136, 137, 139, 200, 257, 259, 324, 325, 326, 
819} This group of codes is intended to contain all operations not 
included above. Please verify that the list is correct for FY 2005, or 
make necessary corrections, before creating the distribution key 
and dollar total.  

If you do not confirm, please explain fully. 
b.  Please confirm that the OCA’s distribution key request neither mentions FHP, 

nor provides any other methodological directions other than the intended level 
of MODS operation aggregation.  If you do not confirm, please explain fully. 

 
 
OCA/USPS-T1-24. 
Please refer to your response to USPS/OCA-T1-4.  Consider a mailstream that 
may be divided into outgoing and incoming operations, with processing nodes 
(origin and destination plants, ADCs/AADCs, etc.) consistent with the Postal 
Service’s network. 
a.  Please confirm that, according to MODS FHP definition, FHP count(s) should 

be recorded in the first distribution (sorting) operation where a piece of mail is 
sorted, in each facility where the piece receives distribution (sorting) handling. 
If you do not confirm, please explain fully. 

b.  Please confirm that, for a given piece of mail, the number and location (by 
incoming/outgoing operations and/or network nodes) of FHP counts (if any) 
may depend on the piece’s origin-destination pair and/or presort level.  If you 
do not confirm, please explain. 

c.  Consider a collection of mailpieces of a given shape and subclass (say, P1) 
whose origin/destination pair and/or presort level permits it to bypass piece 
sorting operations in plants entirely.  Please confirm that such mailpieces 



should generate no FHP counts in MODS.  If you do not confirm, please 
explain how you believe pieces that bypass sorting operations would 
generate FHP. 

d.  Is it your understanding that ODIS-RPW volumes include, in principle, the 
number of unique pieces in P1 notwithstanding that the P1 pieces do not 
generate FHP?  Please explain any negative answer fully. 

e.  Let V1 denote the number of pieces in P1.  Is it your understanding that, in 
principle, ODIS-RPW counts the V1 pieces in P1 under the appropriate 
subclass or other mail category measured in that system?  Please explain 
any negative answer fully. 

f.  Please confirm that the relationships between V1 and FHP may be 
represented as follows: 

  FHPout,1 = 0 ⋅ V1 
  FHPin,1 = 0 ⋅ V1 

If you do not confirm, please explain fully. 
g.  Please express the equations relating FHP to V1 in vector or matrix notation. 
h. In your framework, what is the marginal cost in the sorting operations you 

model for a piece in the set P1?  Show in detail how your variability models 
and any feasible subclass distribution approach you consider appropriate 
would produce the correct result, in principle, and explain whether the method 
is an example of the “constructed marginal cost” method, the “volume 
variability/distribution key” method (as those terms are used in USPS-LR-L-1, 
Appendix H) or some other method. 

i.  Consider a collection of mailpieces P2, with volume V2, whose 
origin/destination pair and/or presort level permits it enter piece sorting 
operations at the destination plant.  Do you agree that such mailpieces should 
generate one incoming FHP count each, no outgoing FHP counts, and V2 
pieces should be recorded in ODIS-RPW?  If not, please explain fully the 
basis for your disagreement. 

j.  Please confirm that the relationships between V2 and FHP may be 
represented as follows: 

  FHPout,2 = 0 ⋅ V2 
  FHPin,2 = 1 ⋅ V2 
k.  Please confirm that the relationship between V2 and your shape-based FHP 

outputs could be characterized using equations similar to those in part i, by 
specifying the additional detail of the shape-based mailstream in which the 
FHP for the V2 volumes are recorded, and with zero FHP recorded in the 
other FHP outputs.  If you do not confirm, please explain. 

l.  Please express the equations relating FHP to V2 in part i in vector or matrix 
notation. 

m.  Consider a collection of mailpieces P3, with volume V3, whose 
origin/destination pair and/or presort level requires sorting at an outgoing 
plant, an ADC or AADC, and an incoming plant that is not the same facility as 
the ADC/AADC.  Do you agree that such mailpieces should generate one 
outgoing FHP count each, two incoming FHP counts each, and V3 pieces 



should be recorded in ODIS-RPW?  If not, please explain fully the basis for 
your disagreement. 

n.  Please confirm that the relationships between V2 and FHP may be 
represented as follows: 

  FHPout,3 = 1 ⋅ V3 
  FHPin,3 = 2 ⋅ V3 

If you do not confirm, please provide the equations you believe to be correct 
and explain fully how your equations are consistent with MODS FHP 
measurement practices. 

o.  Please express the equations relating FHP to V1 in vector or matrix notation. 
p.  Do you agree that relationships to those in parts (f), (j), and (n) could be 

specified for each of the N operationally distinct volume categories, with the 
nth category (volume Vn) given by 

  FHPout,n = aout,n ⋅ Vn 
  FHPin,n = ain,n ⋅ Vn 

Where aout,n ≥ 0 and ain,n n ≥ 0 are parameters that depend on the 
characteristics of Vn and the structure of Postal Service sorting operations?  If 
not, please provide the relationships you believe to be correct and explain 
fully. 

q.  Please confirm that the sum V1+V2+…+Vn+…+VN is, by definition, the total 
number of unique pieces in the postal system.  If you do not confirm, please 
explain fully. 

r.  Please confirm that, in general, the sums of the FHP variables will be different 
from the sum in part (q).  If you do not confirm, please show how the sums of 
FHP and the sums of the volumes are identical. 

s.  Let FHPin be the sum of incoming FHP for each of the N volume categories, 
and FHPout be the corresponding sum of outgoing FHP.  Please express the 
relationship between the vectors (FHPin, FHPout) and (V1,…,Vn,…,VN) in 
vector/matrix notation. 

t.  Please refer to USPS-T-12, pages 45-46 (equations 8 and 9) and page 49, 
lines 14-18, especially equation 14.  Taking Ki to represent your vector of 
capital controls, Xi to represent other control variables in your models, and 
with the handlings Hi are specified using the appropriate vector of shape-
based FHP in Dr. Bozzo’s equation (8) or (9) (USPS-T-12, pages 45-46), is 
Dr. Bozzo incorrect in characterizing your labor demand equations as cases 
of his equation 14?  If so, please explain in detail how equation (14) fails to 
encompass your estimating equations as a special case. 

u.  Consider the equation H = A ⋅ V, where H is a vector of FHP handlings and V 
is a vector of ODIS-RPW volumes (i.e. unique piece counts by subclasses 
and/or other relevant characteristics)—i.e., a variation of Dr. Bozzo’s equation 
5, at USPS-T-12, page 45—where A is a matrix of coefficients that depends 
on the characteristics of V and of the Postal Service’s mailflows.  Is it your 
testimony that such an equation mischaracterizes the relationship between 
FHP handlings and RPW volumes?  If so, please explain in detail how it does 
so.   

 



 
USPS/OCA-T1-25. 
Please refer to your responses to USPS/OCA-T1-3(b)-(d).  Also consider a 
product transformation function (as in Robert G. Chambers, Applied Production 
Analysis, Cambridge University Press 1989, page 260) describing a Postal 
Service plant with the form: 

* * * *( , , ; , , ; , )g H L K H L K X X   

where H, L, K, and X are, respectively, vectors of handlings (i.e, the operations’ 
“outputs”—possibly but not necessarily your FHP volume measures), variable 
(labor) inputs, quasi-fixed inputs, and other factors affecting the production 
process (e.g., site-specific factors) for the modeled cost pools.  Asterisks denote 
the corresponding variables, if any, for operations outside the scope of your 
analysis. 
 
Considering that you claim not to have considered models with cost pool-level 
handlings, and have no operational explanation for how your preferred 
characterization of sorting output is consistent with cost causation in any sorting 
operation activities in any cost pool, is it your testimony that a transformation 
function such as that expressed above is only a “clear production model” using 
your characterization of output, and not any other?  If so, what is the basis for 
your belief? 
 
 
USPS/OCA-T1-26. 
Please refer to your response to USPS/OCA-T1-3(d).  Considering that you have 
no operational explanation for how your preferred characterization of sorting 
output is consistent with cost causation in any sorting activities in any sorting cost 
pool, on what basis can you conclude that the model modifications you 
implemented between your March 2006 paper and OCA-T-1 resulted in more 
plausible results, or otherwise improved your results? 
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